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EDWARDS, PETER A Nation at War
Allan & Unwin 196/18 Peter Pierce
EGAN, TED & ROBERT INGPEN
The Drover's Boy Lothian 197/64
Linnet Hunter
ELLIS, BOB Goodbye Jerusalem
Vintage 199/20 Peter Pierce
EVANS, RAYMOND et al. 1901 Pan
Macmillan 192/23 Anne Henderson
FALCONER, DELIA The Service of
Clouds Picador 195/26 Terri-Ann White
FARRER, VASHTI Ned's Kangaroo
Lothian 194/63 Margaret Dunkle
FEATHERSTONE, DON Creative
Spirits Hale & Iremonger 189/67 Judith
Bishop
FELDMAN, SUSAN et al. (eds) Something
That Happens to Other People
Vintage 188/25 Diane Brown
FITZGERALD, ROSS The People's
Champion UQP 191/26 Gerard
Henderson
FITZGERALD, ROSS & KEN
SILLMAN (eds) Fathers in Writing
Tuart House 197/27 Delia Falconer
FITZGERALD, STEPHEN Is
Australia an Asian Country? Allen &
Unwin 192/24 Robin Gerster
FLANAGAN, RICHARD The Sound of
One Hand Clapping Pan Macmillan
196/41 Lucy Frost
FLANNERY, TIM (ed) John Nicol,
mariner Text Publishing 191/30
Michael McGirr
FLYNN, WARREN Gaz Takes Off
FACP 192/61 Tess Brady
FORRESTAL, ELAINE Someone Like
Me Puffin 190/60 Stephen Matthews
FOSTER, DAVID The Ballad of
Erimungarab Vintage 192/30 Geoffrey
Dutton
FREEMAN, PAUL Ian Roberts
Random House 193/20 Martin
Flanagan
FROST, LUCY and MARION
HALLIGAN Those women who go to
bed's Minerva 190/18 Bev Roberts
FUHLER, LEE Dogstown Eaglemont
Press 190/50 Beate Josephi

FUSILLO, ARCHIMEDE Sparring
with Shadows Penguin 196/60 Stephen
Matthews
GARTON, STEPHEN The Cost of
War OUP 189/28 Jeffrey Grey
GEASON, SUSAN Regarding Jane Eyre
Vintage 189/50 Kerry Goldsworthy
GEDDES, MARGARET Remembering
Wary Viking 188/15 Don Charwood
GEDDES, MARGARET Unseemly
Longing Penguin 195/34 Di Brown
GELDER, KEN and SARAH
THORNTON (eds) The Subcultures
Reader Routledge 191/9 José Borghino
GEMMELL, NIKKI Shiver Vintage
191/44 Tess Brady
GIBSON-GRAHAM, J.K. The End of
Capitalism (as we knew it) Blackwell
UK 191/25 Peter Beilharz
GIESE, DIANA Astronauts, Lost Souls
& Dragons UQP 189/7 Margaret Jones
GILES, BARBARA Poems: Seven Ages
Penguin 197/57 Geoff Page
GODWIN, JANE (illus. TERRY
DENTON) Dreaming of Antarctica
Penguin 192/62 Linnet Hunter
GOLDING, PETER Black Jack
McEwen MUP 188/13 Judith Brett
GOSSE, FAYETTE (ed) Joanna and
Robert The Barr Smith Press 189/23
Jim Morgan
GOUGH, SUE Here Comes the Night
UQP 196/59 Tess Brady
GRAY, ANNE Art and Artifice
Craftsman House 189/40 Robin
Wallace-Crabbie
GRAY, ANNE George Lambert 1873-
1930, Catalogue Raisonné Bonamy
Press 189/40 Robin Wallace-Crabbie
GRAY, ROBERT Lineations Duffy &
Snellgrove 188/41 Peter Steele
GREENWOOD, KERRY Medea
Mandarin 193/31 Gillian Bouras
GREENWOOD, TED & ANN
JAMES After Dusk Penguin 196/62
Linnet Hunter
GREGORY, CHRIS Twins Penguin
196/48 Chris Feik
GRISHIN, SASHA Australian
Printmaking in the 1990s Craftsman
House 190/12 Margaret Manion
HALLIGAN, MARION Collected
Stories UQP 192/34 Brenda Walker
HALLIGAN, MARION The Midwife's
Daughters Mammoth 194/64 Nicola
Robinson